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ABSTRACT 
An application of the systemic ap

proach is presented for the study of the ven
tilation of a room in an industrial facility. 
First, a series of tracer gas experiments was 
made with a radioactive tracer. Analysis of 
the Residence Time Distribution (RTD) 
curves, supported by some CFD, then en
abled to build a simple zonal model for the 
description and quantification of the ob
served air flow patterns. This model was 
able to reproduce the experimental RTDs 
inside the room as well as at the exhaust. " 
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INTRODUCTION 
In order to help prevent hazards in in

dustrial premises, the qualification of a 
proper air distribution system is essential. 
Such a qualification requires not only the 
measurement of the air change rate, but also 
a sufficiently detailed description of the air 
flow pattern. To achieve these goals, several 
tools are available, among which: 

- gaseous tracers; when properly car
ried out and interpreted, a tracer-pulse ex
periment can yield detailed information on 
the circulation of air inside the room; a par
ticularly interesting category of tracers are 
radioisotopes (Blet et al. 1997); 

- Residence Time Distribution (RTD) 
analysis and systemic, or zonal, models; this 

approach was first developed for chemical 
engineering ( Danckwerts 1953) but it seems 
to gain popularity in the ventilation commu
nity (Dessagne et al. 1994, Olander et al. 
1995, Laborde et al. 1997). Zonal models 
are simple and cost-effective, but they 
should be handled with some care; 

- Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD); though CFD has received a lot of 
attention in the past years, numerical pre
dictions of flows in complex 3D enclosures 
are not yet quite reliable (Nielsen 1994). 

CFD is nevertheless valuable to identify the 
main features of the flow pattern. 

The aim of this paper is to emphasise 
the potential of the systemic approach, in so 
far as it is supported by sufficiently detailed 
tracer gas measurements. Confidence in the 
physical relevance of the systemic model 
can be enhanced by CFO calculations. The 
paper presents an application of this ap
proach to the study of the ventilation of a 
room in an industrial facility. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
The room under study is not very large 

(5 x 4.5 x 3.2 m, i.e. 72 m3 including inter
nals) and separated in two unequal parts by 
a wall (Figure 1 ). It is ventilated by means 
of an air inlet and an exhaust duct. Air flow 
rate is 670 m3/h, which corresponds to a 
nominal air change rate of9.3 hour1• 
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The tracer gas we used was 133Xe, ob
tained by irradiation of natural xenon in a 
nuclear.reRCtor. This gas is a gamma emitter 
(half life : 5.27 days, main gamma energy: 
81 keV). Tracer activity was. limited to 
1850 MBq for. each test, which allowed 
good measurement accuracy and limited 
exposure to radiation. 

The gamma detectors are scintillation 
probes, composed of a Nal(Tl) scintillator, 
a photomultiplier and a voltage di".'ider . .1 

They are calibrated prior to the experiment. 
Their response decreases .v ery  sharply with 
distance. Table 1 shows the relatiye intensity 
of the signal (i.e. signal at distance d over 
signal at distance zero) due_ to a 133Xe P9int 
source, as a function of distance: 

Table 1 Relative variation of signal inten
sity with distance. 

Distance to detector Relative signal inten-
(cm) ity (%) 

0 100 
20 0.5 
40 0.1 
100 ; 0.02 

was perfqnned. at 6 points in the roQm ( 1 to 
6 in Figure 1), including the i11let (point l) 
and the e.xhaust opening (point 6). 

Jlie signals of the respective probes 
were · continuously and· simultaneously 
monitored (as counts per second) by a mi
crocomputer with an acqrusition frequency 
ranging fr�m 0.2 to 100 Hz. This acquisition 
system can accommodate as many as twelve 
probes. The raw signal was con·ected f�r 
radi��tive 'decay of the tracer. After sub
tracting the baseline, the signal was 
smoothed and area-normal!sed. This l?roce
dure, performed by the Peakfit soft)Vare 
package (Jandel 1995), lea;d to the · 1.oc� 
RTDs of the tracer in the1�oom (Villermaux 
1982). ' 

' . 

This test was' part o,f'.a' se,ries 9/ ex
periments in a large industrial facilify. Re
producibility was checked in another room 
very smular in size and �r�ement to thi� 
one. It was found to be quite s�tisfactocy. 
Figure 2 shows typical RTDs (dytectors 3 
and 6). The signals from det�tors 2 to 4 
exhibit 2··3 peaks, which, µggests1 there is a 
certain amount of recirculation inside the 
room. Alter about 100 s,: the RTDs all de
crea8� m a quasi e:xpon�tial �ashion. 
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fore be seen a5 'a measurement Of the� voV ;·; ' Figure 2 Experimental Residence 'rime 
· Distribution curves 

ume-averaged activity . in' a spheie · about - ,- • · 

40 cm in diameter. r 1 ' - j 

'Ilie tracer was injected as a pulse into' 
the bulk of the ait i:illet flow:'nus provided 
a Dirac function' as the input 1signal and also· ' 
ensured good mixing of the tracer. Detection: · 

In our opini{>n, 'ttils. elcperiifient ;is �f J'l 
good . . ill.ustratipn of the advantages of ragio
active tracei> The ·time ·scale of 'fhe first 
pe� i,s very short ·(aboil 1 s), -and -lt was: . v 

I� ' I � � j1 ,. .J) ,; I 1,P ' d'J ,; r 



neverthe�e�s possible to tm;mitoi: them :'at'· 
several ''locations simultaneously. To our 
knowledge, no chemical tracer system offers 
both of these features (unless lseve�al. analys
ers are used - not a very economical solution 
when six points'o�_:more are '#�qUired !). 

.l 

RTD ANALYsis AND CFD MODEL-
LffiG 

. 

:. The RTDs show. that the air flow suc�1• .. ·, ... 
cessively reache.s pQihts 3, 4, 2, 6 (exha'.ust) 
and 5. ExaD)'iblng the layout of the room, it 
is possibib to infer· that: 

- ��· blow opening creates an air jet, 
whi6h ¥lows ac'ross the room and impacts 
the oJ)poslie wall; · 

- jt is then redirected as, more or less, 
a radilu ··wan j�hhat reaches 'point 3 very 
quicki}; I • ; I' • • 

'. ·-
- this wail jet later reaches the 1space 

• � 
I 

• • 

between the twQ :parts of the room (point 4); 
- at the sart'le time, it creates a recircu

lation loop ' hi. the· 'first part of 'the room. 
Point 2 is included in this lo�p; ) 

� it then flows jnto. the other" part of'the 
i • 1 o I i, t room ll.nd reaches the exhaust. · 

This (speculative) flow pattern is 
shown in Ffgme 3. We have tried to1support 
it by CFD simulations. The idea was not to 
have»\iery precisl; predictions, but sµrtply to 
hig�ght the main features of the ·flow 
stru�ture: 

Air inlet 

in size)� 1The tui:bule�ceimodel was the'clas
sical hi�h: R,.eyn�lds k-e. First, the flow field 
was computed, then the RTDs were calcu
lated by s9lving the convection-diffusion 
equation. The resulting concentrations were 
averaged over 8 mesh cells, to account for 
the « detection volume » of our probes. 

The results did not compare badly 
with the measurements: the period between 
the peaks was correctly predicted and so was 
the expone.ntial « tail » of the RTDs. On the 
other hand, the height and the' •number of 
peaks were grossly overestimated (Figure 4 
shows a typical result: detector 3). Such a 
behaviour is . quite typical in simulations of 
RTDs in ventilated rooms with ,'.IRIO-VF 
(Espi et al. 1998)dt looks as though diffu
sion is underestimated in the calculations - a 
paradoxical finding in: finite-volume com

putations with coarse grids ! Alternatively, 
the k-s model may be inadequate. . ! 
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Experimental and calculated . J 
(CED} Residence Time Distribu-
tion curves for detector 3 

Almost Jniraculous agreement was 
achieved for detectors 5 and 6 (Figure 5 · · 

shows the ,.results for detector 6, i.e. the ex
ha�t oi'e�g); chMce may however have 
something. tci. 40 in. that'"' At- any rate, we 

F. 3 p J d fl consider that o� CFD s_ i�_ ula_tion 1-._i __ s •Sllf�. ; _ . ,°.Stu �!� ow \'a�e�, •<, . 
« re�o,n��ly »,,\sq�essful and we are :confi-

' !., v� ,. ·re� .:Ir ,, / ·r. . . I ''-c d th · d I · 

l' l .�J:Q}�ati9ns °1NCTe .xpad�,Mrilh:, the .finite.• . • 
ent . .  ar.�t r�p.�O UCe�, at eas�,� a q� tta� 

vol�ne ?.Pde TRIO-VF, "��s\'?11:18.7. ;(Vil�a¢ tive,.��y, 11,le main fea��s 9f the ·:�9;\V pat-
1996), with a very coarse cubic grid (0.2 m te� . �-• 
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Figures 6a and b illustrate the trans
port of a tracer puff emitted in.the' air inl�t, 
as ·ca1cuJated by the code, respectively S and. 
50 seconds after injecting the tracer;.,we are 
the�fore using the siinulation as'. a rather 
sophisticated smoke vi�satipn �bit' - th� 
advantage being that tile entir� coneentration . . i' . .. . . :,I 
field is known aS a function of time. The 

.- ..,. ·�... �, 

structures of the'. cafoula ei:l fl9w ·are com-
fortingly' cons1steAt �th �� . flo; pattern 
that"-Was inferr�d. ti:b� 'the: .shape 9f -t l\e 
RTDs (cfFi�'.e �). . � . . 

·� • 4 
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,· .. . , �.::i ' : � �: 
Figure 6b Concentration field in the room 

SO s after tracer 
.
injecti�n 

' , ... �.... ! .. ' : .. • 
iONAL °MODELLJNG ...., . � I t ..... 

· . ->· .Tue �irculat�on p�<r1:fl in �jg?re 3 w� 
tlien �sl�t�� int9-.a Zonal mod�I composed1 
of plug flow el�men� and pe.rfectlY. stirred; 
tanks .• The n;sponse of �·'> model .w�s cal-. 
c_ulaled'· by means o.f f¥e DTS software de� 
veloped by PRQGEr� (L,eclerc C?.t al: 1.995)., 
A. f< trial and error » process the.n allowed to) 
optj.i:ni�.e it� strucn.ire� whil� trying to keep it 
as· �ple. "5 po�sihie. Model paramefe11' 
were lhen determined by a built-in optuw-.1 
sation procedure. Our (fairly ambitious) aim 
was to have the best possible fit between 
calculated and experimental RTDs at all the 
measurement points.: not a� the' outlet i>'nly. 
To our.knowledge,.thiS approach;based·on a 
detailed set of experimentaf1results; is ,a sig
nificant advjUlce from the classical �<� · i�.fet
outlet >� analysis, and, when ·su�ssful, 
should !grea�ly -�an� co�-d�n_qe in'.g:9pal 
modelling. - ...... � ·' · - • . 

1 t I ,., 

. ... 
·,, - . 

F1gur-e 7 shows the final-fl�--tP.odel, 
.'l.!.t where the reeircul!1ti��l'o�pj(�l�Af'l ;ic;len

tified; tlle-io�aiio·n- ofr ,the detectors is also 
indicated�, .. This model is still quite close to 
th�, ci,!c�atjon p�n.ern ;®scribed above. and· 
we pep�ye:it�tµn� pbiy$ical sjgnidicance. Figure 6a Concentration field m'1lhe room ·�· � 

· ,,:, S;s after tracer inJ�'etidn' (the :iii�'r.: 
• tema1iwall·1s in blac�) •· 

" 

! ' � : !�"J : . : (1' J 
• :(. !. 
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Figure 7 Structure of the zonal m.odel 

Agreement with experimental RTDs 
ranged from fair (detectors 3 and 4) to ex
cellent (detectors 5 and 6). which is a proof 
of the relevance of olk zonal model. We 
must •'however meutiol1' that the calculated 
R'fD for elector 2 was' too noisy to be ex
ploited (thh is a known problem with DTS;. 
the response at uoiies « near the injeetion 
point » may be inconec�). Figures 8 and 9 
-illustrate.this comparison for detectors 3 and/ 
6 (comparisoi1 with Figures 4 and 5 indi-

.. • r 
cates that the· zonal model is, · not suipris-,, . . 
ingly, more successful tlian the' CFD cafou- · 

lation). 
· 

J •• 
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Figure 8 EMperimental ' . ru1d . calculated 
(DTS) Residence TimeiDistribu
tion curves for detector 3 

RTD(s'1) 
0.0025 r--,,:--r-

o.,._ _ __,>----+----+-- -� 
0 200 400 600 800 

Time(s) 
Figure 9· Experimental and calculated 

· ·' (DTS) Residence Tmi.e Distribu-
' � 1 I 

tion curves for deteetor 6 

, Model parameters give an estima�e of 
flow rates and · volumes in the . ,different 
branches: · ''. ' 

-·recirculation is very strong ,(the , flow 
in· branch 2 is about nine times large.r' than 
tl:ie inlet flow rate); the volume of branch' 2 
is· estimated at about 38 m�; 

- · by com�_son the volume of 
« direcfbranch » 3 is only abQut 1 5. m3; 

-. -the cumulated'volwne ofb��hes � 
5�6 is around ·13 m3; this is quite co�i§tent 
with the dimensions of the part of the room 
beyond the internal wall. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The tracer g techitv :n� ! 1 b�en used 

to qualify the venti1atk;1:n syslem of G. room 
in an indu'!ttbt fadlity. The cho:�e of a ra
dioactive lti>Cfa" a!lovve� to matrn si::oJJitme
ous measure rien._, at veral .Qfo · 'n the 
room with 1eflJ 'JOOd e resol tio1 , hich 
proved to be quit(.. beneficial. ulysis of 
the experiltlf,t.t?-1, rnn c.: • , �j :suo ested the 
structure of' a How model. The ·results of a 
(rather crude) CFD calculation were consis
tent _with that �lnt9ture,:: which . was then: 
tr�.slated into-an. arrangement of plug flow 
elements and stirred tankS. Wit some pa
rameter identification, this zonal model of 
the room reproduced quite satisfactorily the 
experimental RTDs, both at the exhaust and 
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inside the room. This illustrates that it is 
possible to build a simple but reliable sys
temic model of the ventilation system. 

On the other hand, we benefited from 
several factors: but for the presence of an 
internal wall, room geometry was not very 
complicated, the ventilation system was 
quite rudimentary, only one air flow rate 
was investigated ... and luck may have 
played some part in the success of our CPD 
simulation. This approach should therefore 
be tested in more complex situations 
(internal obstacles, multiple inlets or ex
hausts, diffusers ... ); a crucial test would also 
be the ability of the zonal model to emulate 
the RTDs with different ventilation flow 
rates, while keeping its original structure. 
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